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In recent years, there has been an increasing interest in
getting a proper quantitative understanding of cellular and
molecular processes [1, 2]. One of the major challenges of
current biomedical research is to characterize not only the
spatial organization of these complex systems, but also their
spatio-temporal relationships [3, 4]. Microscopy has matured
to the point that it enables sensitive time-lapse imaging of
cells in vivo and even of single molecules [5, 6]. Making mi-
croscopy more quantitative brings important scientific bene-
fits in the form of improved performance and reproducibility.
This has been fostered by the development of technological
achievements such as high-throughput microscopy. A direct
consequence is that the size and complexity of image data are
increasing. Time-lapse experiments commonly generate hun-
dreds to thousands of images, each containing hundreds of
objects to be analyzed [7]. These data often cannot be ana-
lyzed manually because the manpower required would be too
extensive, which calls for automated methods for the analy-
sis of biomedical images. Such computerized extraction of
quantitative information out of the rapidly expanding amount
of acquired data remains a major challenge. The develop-
ment of the related algorithms is non trivial and is one of
the most active fronts in the new field of bioimage informat-
ics [8, 9, 10, 11]. Segmenting thousands of individual biolog-
ical objects and tracking them over time is remarkably diffi-
cult. A typical algorithm will need to be tuned to the imaging
modality and will have to cope with the fact that cells can
be tightly packed and may appear in various configurations,
making them difficult to segregate.

In this paper, we review one of the most popular seg-
mentation methods: 2D active contours (a.k.a. snakes). We
present an extended and inclusive taxonomy of different vari-
ants of snakes for bioimage analysis. We also lay out general
design principles that can help one to create new parametric
snakes adjusted to different imaging modalities.

In the following section, we provide the historical context
in which active contours have been developed. Then, we re-
view the major challenges that drive the development of new
snakes in the field of bioimage informatics. The next sections
serve as a tutorial to design parametric snakes, representa-
tions, and energies. Finally, we give an overview of related
open-source tools and packages that implement such methods
while tackling real biomedical challenges.

Fig. 1: Representation of the capabilities of parametric ac-
tive contours at outlining HeLa nuclei in a fluorescence mi-
croscopic image. On the central cell, two contours are de-
picted: the parametric contour and the control polygon. The
parametric contour r(t) is shown as a solid line enclosing a
shaded region and corresponds to the actual segmentation re-
sult. The ‘+’ elements represent the location of the free pa-
rameters of the model c[k]. The latter define the control poly-
gon through which the user interacts: this polygon can be ad-
justed to change the shape of the enclosed parametric curve.

SNAKES IN A NUTSHELL

Deformable models have gained popularity in segmentation
and tracking applications [12] since they provide an excellent
tradeoff between flexibility and efficiency. Within this cat-
egory, active contours, also called snakes, are very popular
tools for image segmentation. It can indeed be observed that
among the roughly 12,000 publications about active contours
indexed by Thomson Reuters’ “Web of Knowledge”, about
2,000 have appeared within the past three years.

In essence, an active contour is a curve that evolves within
an image from some initial position towards the boundary of



the object of interest, in our case, a biological target. We show
in Figure 1 the authors’ favorite snakes segmenting a group of
HeLa nuclei within a microscopic image. The initial position
of the snake is usually specified by the user, or else is provided
by an auxiliary rough detection algorithm. The evolution of
the snake is formulated as a minimization problem. The asso-
ciated cost function is usually referred to as snake energy.

Snakes have become popular because they facilitate user
interaction, not only when specifying initial positions, but
also during the segmentation process. The user is typically
provided with tools to easily control the shape of the snake.
Research on active contours has been fruitful and has resulted
in many variants. They usually differ in the type of repre-
sentation and in the choice of the energy term. The choice
and design of both the representation and energy of the snake
highly depends on the application and image modality.

CURRENT CHALLENGES

In the particular case of active contours for bioimage segmen-
tation, several issues can be identified [13, 14]. In the follow-
ing we describe ongoing challenges for snake algorithms.

Robustness and stability

Active contours are intended to be practical. It is therefore of
utmost importance to ensure robustness under real-life imag-
ing conditions where sources of image degradation include
noise, bias field, and low contrast. Such image artifacts of-
ten appear in biological data. Guaranteeing stability in their
presence is a major challenge to ensure the usability of algo-
rithms.

Multi-target interaction

Bioimages rarely feature only one object of interest. In most
situations, several targets, as well as undesired structures
such as water bubbles or dust particles, are present in the
image. Hence, a major requirement for efficient segmenta-
tion is to avoid confusion between nearby targets. Active
contours must be designed so as to be able to discriminate
between close or even overlapping objects, which is difficult
to achieve

Flexibility and shape priors

Another requirement that snake algorithms find difficult to
satisfy is to balance flexibility (to accommodate a wide range
of shapes) against sufficient constraints (to secure conver-
gence of the optimization procedure). For instance, inte-
grating prior knowledge about the shape to segment can be
used efficiently to constrain the snake, but it often remains
desirable to retain the capability to adapt to variations in size,
orientation, and moderate deformations.

Initialization

Snakes are semi automated algorithms. The segmentation
part is mostly automated through the optimization of the
snake energy, but the initialization often relies on user input.
Developing automated methods to conveniently initialize
active contours is an area of open research.

Snake-human interaction

Despite good initialization and efficient optimization, even
the best segmentation algorithm will occasionally fail to pro-
duce satisfying results. In the case of active contours, the nat-
ural abilities of snakes to accommodate user interaction will
allow one to suitably modify results in a user-friendly way.

Computational efficiency

It is crucial to provide reasonably fast implementations that
run on standard computers, thereby enabling biologists to use
them online for the analysis of bioimages.

Cell tracking

The last major image analysis challenge is to reliably segment
thousands of individual biological objects and to track them
over time. This is far from trivial due to the dependence on
the imaging modality and the fact that the cells can be tightly
packed in the growth chamber and may appear in various con-
figurations making them difficult to segregate.

SNAKE TAXONOMY

Several types of snakes have been proposed over the decades.
They can be broadly classified in three categories: point-,
geodesic, and parametric snakes. In the following, we de-
scribe the strong and weak points of each representation while
putting emphasis on parametric representations, which is the
main focus of the present paper.

The first category is made of point-snakes, which are
constructed on the most elementary representation of dis-
crete curves. They simply consist of an ordered collection of
neighboring points within a grid [15]. We show in Figure 2a
an example of 2D point-snake overlaid on the grid associated
to a discrete image model. The discrete curve is displayed as
shaded pixels and here satisfies an 8-neighbor connectivity.
Due to the discrete nature of the representation, the concept
of smoothness makes no sense. However, an approximate
measure of smoothness can still be defined and deployed in
the energy functional of the snake. The principal drawback
of this representation is that it relies on many parameters,
even to encode simple shapes. The robustness of the overall
segmentation algorithm hence suffers and results in a high
computational complexity.



(a) Point-Snakes (b) Geodesic Snakes (c) Parametric Snakes

Fig. 2: Depiction of the three main families of active contours. (a) Discrete curve defined by a point-snake over the grid
associated to a discrete image model. (b) Continuous curves defined as the zero level-set Φ−1(0) of a scalar function Φ.
(c) Continuous curve defined by a B-spline basis. The snake contour is shown as a solid line enclosing a shaded region, while
the ‘+’ elements are the control points of the spline. The parametric coordinate functions x1(t) and x2(t) are displayed in solid
lines, and the dashed lines indicate the weighted basis functions.

The second category is made of geodesic snakes, which
have been extensively used during the past decade [16, 17,
18, 19, 20, 21, 22]. These snakes are implicit, being de-
scribed as the zero level-set of a higher-dimensional mani-
fold. In the usual formalism, the snake contour is given by
Φ−1(0) = {p ∈ Rn|Φ(p) = 0}, where Φ is a scalar func-
tion defined over the image domain. A unique characteris-
tic of geodesic methods is that they can be extended to any
number of dimensions. In Figure 2b, we represent a set of
curves generated as the result of computing Φ−1(0). This ap-
proach originates from the work of Osher and Sethian, who
aimed at modeling the propagation of solid-liquid interfaces
with curvature-dependent speeds [23]. In this framework, the
interface (or front) is represented as a closed, nonintersect-
ing, hypersurface flowing along its gradient field with either
constant speed or a speed that depends on the curvature. Ap-
plying motion to it then amounts to solve a Hamilton-Jacob-
type equation written for a function in which the interface is a
particular level-set. This type of active contour has the inter-
esting property of being particularly flexible in terms of topol-
ogy. A single geodesic snake evolving under the appropriate
energy functional is indeed able to split freely to segment dis-
connected objects within an image. This plasticity is espe-
cially convenient when segmenting complex shapes (perhaps
involving significant protrusions) and when no prior assump-
tion about the topology of the object is available. But use-
ful geodesic models require many degrees of freedom. This
makes difficult to constrain shapes and can lead to overfit-

ting in real-world imaging conditions. Another drawback of
geodesic approaches is their very expensive computational
needs, mainly due to the fact that they evolve a manifold with
a higher number of dimensions than the actual contour to seg-
ment. In summary, geodesic snakes, based on level-sets, are
convenient when the shapes of the objects to segment exhibit
high variability. However, geodesic snakes are suboptimal
when segmenting known shapes.

The last category is made of parametric snakes. In this
representation, the snake is described by some discrete set of
coefficients and a continuous parameter [25, 26]. Parametric
snakes are usually built in a way that ensures continuity and
smoothness. Many different techniques for representing con-
tinuous curves have been published; for a review, see [27].
The continuous definition of parametric snakes suggests that
the segmentation task can be conducted at arbitrary resolu-
tion, hence enabling subpixel accuracy. Another advantage is
that these contours require much fewer coefficients and result
in faster optimization schemes than point-snakes or geodesic
snakes. In the particular case of B-spline parameterizations,
the computational complexity of the energy of the snake and,
therefore, the speed of the optimization algorithms, is related
to the degree of overlap of the basis functions [24]. This over-
lap is therefore a critical parameter to consider while design-
ing parametric snakes. User interaction is usually achieved
by allowing the user to specify anchor points for the curve to
go through [15]. Smoothness and shape constraints can eas-
ily be introduced [28]. They are particularly suitable when the



(a) Linear B-spline (b) Quadratic B-spline (c) Ellipse-reproducing Spline

Fig. 3: Comparison between the curves generated by three different basis functions φ(t) using the same set of control points.
(a) Linear B-spline, (b) Quadratic B-spline, (c) Minimum-support ellipse-reproducing spline [24].

objects to segment have a reproducible shape that can be natu-
rally encoded within the parameterization. The most relevant
example is the segmentation of circles and ellipses. In med-
ical imaging in particular, it is desirable to segment arteries
and veins within tomographic slices. Because those physio-
logical objects are tubes, their sections show up as ellipses in
the image. Ellipse-like objects are also present at microscopic
scales. For instance, cell nuclei are known to be nearly cir-
cular. Similarly, water drops are spherical. However, these
elements deform and become elliptical or ellipsoidal when
they are subject to stress forces. For approaching these prob-
lems, ultra-fast parametric snakes were designed exploiting
the properties of the parameterization, which lead to high-
throughput applications [29, 30]. The downside of parametric
snakes is that the topology of the curve is imposed by the pa-
rameterization. Parametric snakes are thus less suitable than
geodesic ones for accommodating changes of topology during
optimization, though solutions have been proposed for spe-
cific cases [31].

SPLINE-SNAKES

Curve and surface parameterizations based on Fourier de-
scriptors [32] and uniform B-spline functions [26, 24] are
popular in image processing due to the existence of efficient
signal-processing algorithms and to their invariance to affine
transformations. Among these, the B-spline curves have the
unique advantage of featuring locality of control, hence, fa-
voring user-friendly interactions with the snake. We show

in Figure 2c an example of a curve parameterized with a
B-spline basis, its spline control points, as well as its corre-
sponding coordinate functions.

Formally, the parameterization of these snakes is ex-
pressed as a curve r(t) on the plane. This curve corresponds
to a pair of Cartesian coordinate functions x1(t) and x2(t),
where t ∈ R is a continuous parameter. The one-dimensional
functions x1(t) and x2(t) are efficiently parameterized by
linear combinations of suitable basis functions φk. The para-
metric representation of the active contour can be expressed
as the vectorial equation

r(t) =

M−1∑
k=0

c[k]φk(t), (1)

with {c[k]}k∈Z a sequence of control points. The number M
of control points determines the degrees of freedom in the
model. Small numbers lead to constrained shapes; large num-
bers lead to additional flexibility and more general shapes.

In the case of spline-snakes, typical bases are those de-
rived from a compactly-supported generator φ and its integer
shifts {φ(· − k)}k∈Z. Hence, φk(t) = φ(Mt − k) in (1).
In this setting, fast and stable interpolation algorithms can be
used [33] to compute the curve. As an illustrative example,
three commonly-used functions to generate spline-snakes are
represented in Figure 3. Along with the plot of the functions,
the curves generated by the same set of control points and
each of the depicted functions following (1) are also illus-
trated.



Fig. 4: Typical evolution of a parametric active contour during optimization. Left: A 5-control points snake is first initialized
as a circle roughly in the center of the target cell. Center-left and center-right: Upon optimization, the contour is automatically
deformed and monotonically converges from its initial position to a minimizer of the snake energy. Right: At convergence, the
snake precisely outlines the target cell.

A noticeable technical feature of spline-snakes is their
computational cost. Computing points on a spline curve is
extremely efficient [34]. It can be shown that the expense for
computing any point r(t0) on the spline curve is proportional
to the support of the basis function φ [35]. Moreover, the
length of the support of a spline basis function is directly re-
lated to the degree of regularity of the function, and therefore
to its approximation power [36]. Therefore, there is a trade-
off between computational complexity and the approximation
properties of the model. The choice of the basis function φ is
hence influenced by two aspects: the computational complex-
ity of the resulting segmentation algorithm, and the ability
of the snake to adopt specific shapes and to retain smooth-
ness. This has lead to research towards obtaining minimum-
support basis functions that preserve good reproduction prop-
erties [24].

It is desirable for the parametric curve to satisfy several
properties. Firstly, the representation should be unique and
stable. The snake should indeed be defined by its coeffi-
cients in such a way that the unicity of representation of x1(t)
and x2(t) is guaranteed and that the interpolation procedure
is ensured to be numerically stable. This requirement trans-
lates into the so-called Riesz-basis condition on the gener-
ating function φ, for which space- and time-domain formu-
lations exist. Secondly, as it is preferable for the model to
be able to represent shapes irrespective of their position and
orientation, invariance to affine transformations has to be en-
forced. This constraint yields the partition-of-unity condi-
tion, well-known in approximation theory. It implies that φ
is capable of reproducing constants; consequently, the snake
gains the ability to approximate any curve when the number
of control points increases. Finally, the last common prereq-
uisite is that the curvature of the parametric snake should be a
bounded function with respect to t. This imposes for the basis
φ, or, equivalently, for each coordinate function, to be at least
C1(R) with bounded second derivative. Starting from these
three basic requirements, specific functions can be designed
by imposing additional characteristics on the generator φ, for
instance the ability to reproduce ellipses [37], or to control

the tangents [38].
Under the parametric representation, snakes made of

closed curves can be described with a periodic sequence of
control points. In this case, both x1(t) and x2(t) are periodic
with the same period. When normalized to unity such that
r(t) = r(t + 1) for all t ∈ R and divided into M segments,
r(t) involves weighted periodized basis functions. Under
some mild refinability conditions, this model naturally leads
to a stationary subdivision scheme. Closed parametric snakes
hence appear to be particularly convenient for the segmenta-
tion of cells and cellular components.

Alternatively, open-ended active contours can also be gen-
erated with suitable basis functions. Natural conditions on the
extremities of the curve typically involve two complementary
interpolation functions that provide both point-wise and tan-
gential control [38]. Such snakes have been applied to the
segmentation of ridge-like objects such as chromosomes and
thin rod-shaped bacteria.

ENERGY-GUIDED SEGMENTATION

The segmentation process with snakes is formulated as an
energy-minimization problem. The quality of segmentation
is determined by the choice of the energy terms; it is gen-
erally agreed that specific image energies need to be defined
for each particular imaging device. Kass et al. [15] originally
formulated the snake energy as a linear combination of three
terms:

• the image energy, Eimage, which is purely data driven;

• the internal energy, Eint, which ensures that the seg-
mented region has smooth boundaries;

• the constraint energy, Ec, which provides a means for
the user to interact with the snake.

The total energy of the snake is written as

Esnake(Θ) = Eimage(Θ) + Eint(Θ) + Ec(Θ), (2)



Fig. 5: Applications of parametric active contours to the segmentation and tracking. Left: Segmentation of steel needles within
a cross-section of a block of concrete. The needles are cylindrical rods of identical diameter and length. Since the intersection
of the plane of the cut with a cylindrical needle takes the shape of an ellipse, ovuscules are particularly appropriate tools for the
task. The outer red contour represents an enclosing shell around the snake, whose volume is used to compute a region-based
energy. This energy discriminates an object from its background by maximizing the contrast between the intensity of the data
averaged within the volume enclosed by the snake (i.e., inner contour) and the intensity of the data averaged within the volume
enclosed by the shell [30]. Center-left: Segmentation of rod-shaped yeast cells of the type Saccharomyces Cervisiae at a large
scale. The segmentation problem is coupled with the task of detecting fluorescent proteins inside the cells (red/green dots).
First, the red fluorescent proteins are detected at the poles of each cell. The blue line connecting them indicates the orientation
of the cell, which is used for the initialization of the snake. Because the cells all have the same shape (but different sizes), prior
knowledge was integrated in the design of the snake [39]. Center-right: Segmentation and tracking of a dense set of yeast cells
within phase-contrast microscopic images. In this application, the tracking was performed using a graph-based algorithm that
matched snakes across time maintaining temporal consistency (i.e., smooth trajectories). The snake-defining nodes were used
as low-dimensionality descriptor for the inner states of the Bayesian tracker [4, 40]. Right: Segmentation of HeLa nuclei that
express fluorescent core histone 2B on an RNAi live cell array [37].

where Θ encodes the snake representation (snake points, pa-
rameters, or manifolds). Then, the optimal Θ is formally ob-
tained as

Θopt = arg min
Θ

Esnake(Θ).

The energy minimization process is nothing but an opti-
mization procedure, where the snake representation is itera-
tively updated so as to reach the minimum of the energy func-
tion from a starting position. This starting position is usually
specified by the user. However, many application-dependent
techniques exists capable of providing a first estimate of the
position of the target (e.g., thresholding, DoG filtering, match
filtering, watershed transform, Hough transform). In Figure 4,
we illustrate the convergence of the author’s favorite snake
segmenting a cell. Many methods exist to minimize the en-
ergy functional (e.g., gradient descent, PDEs, DP), and each
optimization scheme is usually linked to a particular represen-
tation of the snake. In the case of spline-snakes, the optimiza-
tion refers to iteratively updating the position of the control
points, and the fastest approaches usually are gradient-based
methods. These techniques require a smooth energy func-
tional as the optimizing process relies on the computation of
the partial derivative of the energy with respect to the control
points, ∂Esnake

∂c[k] . When splines basis functions are involved, the
cost of this calculation is proportional to the degree of overlap
of φ.

The image energy is the most important of the three terms
in (2) since it is the one that guides the snake to the object of
interest. Traditional snakes rely on edge maps derived from
the image [15, 28]. These edge-based energies can provide
a good localization of the contour of the object to segment.
However, they have a narrow basin of attraction, making their
success depend on the quality of their initialization. Several
authors have developed alternative solutions to this lack of
robustness. The most important ones are the introduction of
balloon forces [41], the introduction of gradient vector-fields
defined everywhere on the image domain [42], or multireso-
lution approaches [26, 43]. Image energies can also use sta-
tistical information to distinguish different homogeneous re-
gions [25, 30]. The region-based energies have a larger basin
of attraction and can converge even if explicit edges are not
present [44]. However, they provide worse localization than
edge-based image energies. Image energies often require the
computation of surface integrals, which are computationally
expensive. Applying Green’s theorem to convert them into
line integrals provides a way to drastically decrease the com-
putational load [35].

The internal energy is responsible for ensuring the smooth-
ness of the snake. It combines the length of the contour and
the curvature of the snake [15] and still corresponds to the
most widely used [45]. Some authors also incorporate prior
knowledge as shape constraints in this energy.



The constraint energy provides a means for the user to in-
teract with the snake. Usually, this is obtained by introducing
an energy functional that behaves as virtual springs that pull
the snake towards the desired points [35]. Some implementa-
tions obviate the constraint energy while accommodating user
interaction as hard constraints [37].

The parameters regulating the specifics of each energy
and the tradeoff between them are usually specified by the
user. In automatic pipelines, the full segmentation algorithm
is trained on real images for a particular application. This
usually provides a range of acceptable values that exchange
robustness and acccuracy in the overall segmentation algo-
rithm.

Instead of (2), an alternative minimization framework is
the multipurpose Mumford-Shah functional. In this frame-
work, the image is modeled as a piecewise-smooth function.
The functional penalizes the distance between the model and
the input image, the lack of smoothness of the model within
the sub-regions, and the length of the boundaries of the sub-
regions. This approach is quite popular in the context of
geodesic snakes [44].

The optimization process can sometimes lead to self-
intersecting snakes. This phenomenon may arise when the
image energy forces some control points to move faster than
others. This compromises the approach based on Greens’
theorem, which assumes non self-intersecting structures and
makes some snake variants unsuitable for segmenting the
edges of filament-like structures (e.g., axons). An extensive
body of research can be found on the intersection problem,
with numerous articles presenting different approaches for
the intersection of freeform curves and surfaces [46]. When
a self-intersection is detected, there are several ways to pro-
ceed. Some authors split their shape descriptor in a way that
new smaller snakes are born [31]. Others preserve the topol-
ogy by introducing self-repulsive forces [47] or opting to stop
the optimization routine and ask for user assistance [37].

OPEN-SOURCE FRAMEWORK

In the context of bioimaging, an interactive and user-friendly
implementation of the framework is crucial. Since parametric
snakes are completely defined by their control points and the
generator basis function, intuitive manipulation of the snakes
can be achieved by letting the user directly move the control
points with mouse-dragging gestures [29, 37]. Various ready-
to-use implementations of parametric snakes are freely avail-
able as plug-ins for most popular bioimage platforms such as
Fiji [10], Icy [11], and ImageJ [48]. More recently, some also
have been made available for tablets. Other solutions consist
in providing libraries that have active contour models inte-
grated, such as the Insight Toolkit (ITK) that can be used to
develop custom applications [49].

Fig. 6: Applications of parametric active contours to the seg-
mentation of structures in organisms. The ‘+’ elements repre-
sent the control points and their location define the effective
contour of the snakes. Top-left: Segmentation of the body
and legs of a Drosophila fly. Top-right: Detection of an-
teroposterior axis of a Caenorhabditis Elegans with nuclear
staining [38]. Bottom-left: Detection of the structure of the
embryo of a Drosophila fly within a stack of even-skipped
confocal images [58]. Bottom-right: Detection of the struc-
ture of the wing pouch of a Drosophila fly within a stack of
Wg-Ptc labeled confocal images [58].

BIOMEDICAL APPLICATIONS

The advantageous characteristics of snakes have attracted the
attention of many researchers working with biological imag-
ing data. For example, a biologist might require to segment
structures at a large scale (see Figure 5), meaning that an
automatic application based on high throughput analysis is
required. Meanwhile, if few but large objects need to be
segmented where small details are important, an interactive
scheme might be more suitable (see Figure 6).

A vast literature exists on the use of snakes to segment bi-
ological structures such as biological tissues (nerve fibers [50,
51]), cell structures (mitochondria [52]), protein-based struc-
tures (actin filaments [53]), or model organisms such as zebra
fish embryos [54] or C. Elegans (see Figure 5). The versa-
tile nature of snakes makes them suitable for problems that
combine segmentation and tracking (Leukocyte tracking [55],
motility analysis [56]), organelle tracking (microtubule track-
ing), or even the reconstruction of cell lineages [57].
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